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Technology is addicting. After all, the average person checks their phone 47
times per day while nearly two-thirds of the population look at a device
within 15 minutes of waking up, according to a 2017 study by Deloitte.

Lawyers are no stranger to incessant technology use, and many have come
to blame their devices as the culprit preventing them from maintaining a
healthy work-life balance. In a report on lawyer well-being released by the
Virginia State Bar this year, “technology addiction” was named one of the
top health risks for attorneys to watch out for. The Virginia Law Foundation

even offers a boot camp for lawyers to take a “digital detox” from all devices to help recharge their own internal
batteries.

But perhaps the cure to technology addiction isn’t to resist electronic devices; it’s to embrace them.

“I feel like I can run such an efficient firm using the latest legal technology that I can finish my workday at 5 o’clock
and really focus on decompressing and spending time with my family and finding ways to recharge,” said Rob Dean,
a criminal defense lawyer in Roanoke.

Since starting his law firm four years ago, Dean has utilized legal technology to optimize productivity so he can
“unplug” at the end of the day. Two of the technological building blocks that Dean relies on are cloud- and web-
based management systems.

“All our documents that come in are stored electronically,” Dean said. “It’s a lot quicker and more efficient to have
our files available to us at any given time.”

This is particularly helpful for the “distributed workforce” that makes up Dean’s firm, which includes an associate
attorney, a paralegal and a contract attorney who assists with cases on an as-needed basis. On any given day, the
team can be found across multiple courthouses handling up to eight different cases, Dean said. Having constant
access to files helps his colleagues stay organized and communicate effectively.

Michele McKinnon, a partner at McGuireWoods LLP in Richmond, uses technology as a helpful time management
tool – especially before she became an empty-nester.

“If I had access to the internet, I could connect right into my firm as if I’m in the office,” McKinnon said. “I could
leave and do things I needed to do for my children… and still be able to stay in touch with matters I’m working on
without having to get back in the car and drive downtown.”

However, many lawyers are still wary of cloud- and web-based software. Roberta Tepper, Lawyer Assistance
Programs Director for the State Bar of Arizona, agrees that cloud computing offers a myriad of benefits, including
mobility, scalability and flexibility. But Tepper notes that these management systems have also brought forth new
challenges that need to be addressed and resolved.

“Above all, security and privacy are key to maintaining client confidentiality,” Tepper said in a report for the American
Bar Association in January. “Lawyers with client/practice data in the cloud need to be mindful of the specific security
needs of individual clients.”

Regardless of her concerns, Tepper said having a cloud-based practice is essential in meeting the needs of clients
and lawyers in today’s technologically advanced world.
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Though Dean is a strong advocate for web-based systems, the tool he relies on most to limit technology usage
outside of work is “automated workflow.” According to Integrify, a workplace efficiency company, workflow
automation is the “design, execution and automation of processes based on workflow rules where human tasks,
data or files are routed between people or systems.”

In other words, Dean uses programs like Zapier and Webmerge to manage paperwork and files that are traditionally
done by hand.

A paper-free practice “allows you to find the time in the workday to do the things that attracted you to law in the
first place, like meeting with and helping people and spending less time on the mundane, administrative tasks that
legal technology replaces,” Dean said. “It makes being a lawyer more enjoyable.”

According to Dean, embracing technological practices hasn’t been a hindrance to his health. If anything, he said his
work-life balance has improved. This is what Tepper calls being a “flexible lawyer.”

Law-related technology “shows no signs of slowing or abating,” Tepper said. “Lawyers need to cultivate agility and
embrace innovation and technology to succeed. They need to become flexible lawyers.”

Still, the bar has its concerns. The VSB report states that being dependent on technology can lead to many adverse
health effects, including sleep disruption, anxiety, depression, stress and an inability to focus on anything other than
devices. However, the most pressing health risk the VSB notes is the pressure attorneys feel to stay connected to
clients and the office, even during their off-hours.

“The new world of mobile phones and other connected devices makes it nearly impossible to truly leave the office,”
the VSB said.

There is some truth to this idea. A 2017 survey by ReportLinker, a tech analyst company, found that 60% of people
check email and keep their phones next to them late at night. This can be problematic for lawyers. As the VSB
points out, corresponding with clients and colleagues late at night puts lawyers at risk of using impaired judgement
when making decisions on professional matters.

“Accidentally revealing client confidences through sloppy reliance on autocomplete or autocorrect functions, or
simply sending an incoherent message, can not only harm an attorney’s reputation — it can also lead to bar
complaints and ethics violations,” the VSB said.

Post-work correspondence has become such an issue that some states are pushing to make it illegal. In 2018, the
New York City Council proposed the “right-to-disconnect” bill. Under this legislation, private companies with more
than 10 employees would be banned from requiring their workers to respond to electronic communications,
including email, text and phone calls, after work hours.

The right-to-disconnect movement has already caught on in Europe, and Canada is considering similar measures.
Although there are no laws prohibiting clients from contacting Dean after hours, he avoids responding to late-night
communications by dedicating certain hours of the day to checking email and returning calls.

McKinnon agrees that though technology has been a useful asset, it remains to be a “double-edged sword” in her
life.

“You’re always connected to work, and that’s the piece that’s hard. It’s hard to turn it off and say ‘I’m not working
right now,’ which is hard for clients because they expect immediate responses,” McKinnon said.

Dean also admits that unplugging after work can be challenging because there’s always the feelings that “there’s
something more that can be done.” Even so, he believes the best way to resist a technology addiction in your
personal lives is to embrace it professionally.

“With legal technology, it let me finish my work at the end of the day,” Dean said. “It makes me a happy lawyer.”
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